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 Spanish used to be official until its abolishment by President Corazon Aquino in 1987,then reintroduced as an important element1

in the education system by President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo in 2009.
Ethnologue: Languages of the World, 15th ed. (2005) 2
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Lexical Differences of Football News Between Spanish and Argentinian Media

Mahadhir bin Mat Lazim

Modern Languages Studies, University of Malaya

Abstract: This study looked into the scenario of language used in football news in Spanish and Argentinian
media. Through inter-text differences, the lexical differences patterns were investigated and nine types of
differences were found: different words but with same meanings, similar words used in both variants but with
different meanings, similar words but with overlapping semantic components, words without semantic match
in the other variant, words with different level of preference in the other variant, words that are optional in own
variant but are the main choices in the other variant, institutional differences, syntactically different words and
morphologically different words.
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INTRODUCTION It  could  be  seen  as  the  equivalent of Dewan Bahasa

Spanish is the official language of 21 countries in called Diccionario de Real Academia Española (DRAE).
Europe; North, Central and South America; and Africa Spanish is also  long  considered  as one of the most
(Guinea Equatorial) and it holds a very special status in united and uniform languages, with all the spelling and
the Philippines , United States of America andorra, conjugation are standardized throughout the whole1

Gibraltar and Brazil. This Indo-European language is the Hispanic nations which cover a surface of 11,862,527 km ,
third most spoken language by number  of native excluding the areas that are encompassed by the great
speakers in the world, situated just behind Mandarin and Atlantic Ocean. This is in contrast with English which
Hindi, with more than 350 million speakers . It is also the demonstrates  differences  in  not only lexical and2

second largest international language after English. semantic aspects, but further from that, in orthography.
According to [1:476], there are more than 350 million For example,  travelling  (GBR),  vs. travelling (US),
Spanish native speakers all over the world and 11 millions colour (GBR) vs. colour (US) and centre (GBR) vs. center
of students learning the language with 2,683 of them are (US). The same case could be observed in European
from Malaysia. Portuguese (Portugal-EP) and Brazilian Portuguese (BP).

Lexical Differences of Spanish: Spanish, like other a   long    common   history   from   Roman Conquest  to
international languages, should also show differences al-Andalus, it is more appropriate to compare them from
among Spanish-speaking  countries  in the aspect of every lexical and semantic aspect.
lexical choice and semantics. Although Spain and The  Substratum  Theory  says,  when human
Argentina are separated by the Atlantic Ocean at a migrates  to  a  place  and  their  language is absorbed by
striking distance of 9,500 km, they are yet  unified  by a the local inhabitants of  that  area,  any change that
common institution  that supervises  and addresses occurs to that language  could  be  placed under the
issues of language and literature, namely Real Academia influence of the local language  [2].  As  an  example,
Española (RAE) or in English, “Spanish Royal Academy”. linguists   and   historical   scholars  suggested   that  the

dan Pustaka (DBP) in Malaysia.  The official dictionary is

2

As  Portuguese  is  a sister language of Spanish through
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current dialectal differences  in   France   is   in  direct (River Plate) Region which includes the areas in
relation  to the original  differences  in  the   Celtic Argentina, Uruguay and a small part of Paraguay. It is
Language,  before they  were  continued  in  Latin, the also more frequently referred  to  as voseo argentino.
official language of the  Roman  Empire.  [3] supported [7: 318] stated that,  in  the above-mentioned areas,
this  theory  by quoting “Gender   assignment  in  Judeo- the pronoun vos is used instead of tú (Eng. You), so the
Spanish  evolved   from  its  original  Romance pattern due conjugations   also   differ   from   the  standard   Spanish:
to the extraordinary number of loanwords from other From Table 1.0, it is obvious that the conjugation for vos
languages which  display different or no gender is a kind of abbreviated conjugation for vosotros.
assignment systems”. Anyway, although the phenomenon is abundant in the

Language Variation: [4: 147] in his classic “Language” an established fact of Spanish in the aforementioned
said “Everybody knows that language is variable”. countries.
Language diversity could be observed in aspects like This  paper  will  investigate  on  lexical  differences
word articulation or pronunciation, word or terminological in every aspect around football news such as pre and
choice and semantic differences of a word. [5: 286] post-match reports, player transfers, interviews with
explained “No human language is fixed, uniform or football personalities, player or club’s appeals to
unvarying: all languages show internal variation. Actual competition committees, charity events which include
use varies from group to group and speaker to speak, in football personalities et cetera.
term of pronunciation of a language, the choice of words It will compare three Spanish internet-based media
and the meaning of those words and even the use of and three Argentinian internet-based media, all with the
syntactic construction”. highest readers in both countries, selected based on

Language  Convergence  and  Divergence: According to Asociación para la Investigación de Medios de
[6: 2], “Whereas language convergence involves the Comunicación: Communication Media Association for
linguistic unification and repertoire homogenization, Research (AIMC) for Spanish media and for Argentina,
language divergence in the other hand amounts to statistics from the last quarter of 2009 that was prepared
diversification and heterogenisation, making the by Instituto Verificador de Circulaciones - Verifier
languages  or  language  varieties more  distinct  from Institute of Circulation (I.V.C.). AIMC provided the data
each other”. This could be observed in ES and AS as in form of readers per day while IVC in monthly figures.
geographical and separation factors could act as 2009 statistics was chosen  considering that the study
important catalysts in this phenomenon. was carried out for 3 years from 2007 to 2009.

Voseo Argentino: Voseo is an interesting grammatical the official web portal for the daily newspaper Marca,
phenomenon of Latin-American Spanish. It is used in with 2,800,000 unique readers per day. Its URL is
several countries in Central America such as Nicaragua, http://www.marca.com. Then comes Elpais.com, the
Honduras, Guatemala and also in Argentina, Uruguay, official web portal for the daily newspaper El Pais, with
Ecuador and part of Bolivia in South America. Voseo used 2,081,000 unique readers per day. The URL is
in Argentina/Uruguay is also referred to as voseo http://www.elpais.com. At the third place is Elmundo.es,
rioplatense,  denoting the  voseo  of  the  Río  de la Plata the   official    web    portal    for    the    daily   newspaper

sample, it will not be discussed in the paper as it is already

statistics from February to November 2009, published by

The  selected   media   for  Spain  were  Marca.com,

Table 1.0: Conjugation for tú, vosotros and vos

Standardconjugation for tú Standardconjugation for vosotros Standardconjugationfor vos

Verb (you) Present Tense (plural you) Present Tense (you) Present Tense

Ser Eres Sois Sos

Cantar Cantas Cantáis Cantás

Perder Pierdes Perdéis Perdés

Salir Sales Salís Salís

Ir Vas Vais Vás

Vivir Vives Vivís Vivís
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El  Mundo,  with   1,309,000   unique   readers  per  day. [8: 1] described text corpus as “A body of written text
The actual collection of data was done via its sport portal or transcribed speech that works as the basis for linguistic
Mundodeportivo.com, a subsidiary of Elmundo.es as it analysis and description”.
offers more user-friendly search capability compared to The data was collected according to the Limitation
Elmundo.es. The URL is http://www. segment. The first step was to randomly select three news
mundodeportivo.com. As for Argentina, the study was from each portal per day, then to repeat the process after
only conducted on Clarin.com, the official web portal for a ten day interval, beginning of March 2007. It was the
the daily Clarin, with an average circulation of 670,214 for time where the Spanish and Argentinian Leagues were
Sunday edition and 343,764 average circulation from heading for the climax. This process will be repeated after
Monday to Saturday edition. Its URL is another interval of six months, when the leagues were
http://www.clarin.com. The second portal is about to start in September 2007. The objective was to
LaNacion.com.ar, the official web portal for the daily gather a well diverse and encompassed corpus, ranging
newspaper La Nación, with an average circulation of from match day reports, managers and the players’
261,588 for Sunday edition and 149,535 average circulation reactions, player transfer news, updates on current
from  Monday  to Saturday edition. The URL is negotiations between clubs et cetera. The whole yearly
http://www.lanacion.com.ar. The last portal is process will then be repeated in 2008 and 2009. As in 2008,
Ole.Clarin.com, the official web portal for the daily a globally renowned football competition was held, the
newspaper Olé Clarin, with an average circulation of researcher has decided to include one specific day only
46,967 for Sunday edition and 44,479 average circulation for  Spanish  media,  to  cover the final match of the  30
from Monday to Saturday edition. Its URL is of June 2008. This means that there will be 549 news texts
http://www.ole.com.ar. to be examined carefully for both countries. The texts will

The physical circulation of those newspapers was then be copied into Microsoft Word 2003/2007 files and
taken as the actual determination of readers number then printed as appendix for the study. The 549 news will
instead of the hit statistics on the corresponding portals. be collected for those 30 periodic days starting 06-03-2007
This is due to the  fact that physical circulation bears to 08-03-2007, 18-03-2007 to 20-03-2007, 06-09-2007 to 08-
more weight of credibility and integrity. Hit could be done 09-2007, 18-09-2007 to 20-09-2007, 06-06-2008 to 08-06-
by the same user repetitively. If the Internet Protocol (IP) 2008, 18-06-2008 to 20-06-2008, 30-06-2008 (special edition
numbers were to be taken into account as a unique user, for the climax of Euro 2008, only for Spanish media), 06-12-
it could be catastrophic faulty as different users could 2008 to 08-12-2008, 18-12-2008 to 20-12-2008 and started
have used the same computer in cybercafés and public back from 01-02-2009 to 03-02-2009 and 1-08-2009 to 03-08-
internet access centres. However, to keep the paper in 2009.
compliance with the official limit, only the last part of Based on [9], the  lexical  differences discussed in
proper differences and the whole syntactical differences their study could be categorized into:
will be discussed. Proper differences (contrasts)

This study depicts a general view on the mutual Preferential differences (contrasts)
intelligibility between Castilian Spanish (Spain-ES) and Optional differences (contrasts) where all members
Argentinian  Spanish  (AS),  at  least at the level of are subject to words use.
football language.This paper is aimed to determine and to
categorize lexical  differences of football news between They Are Also Divided Into:
the Spanish and Argentinian media. Orthographic differences (contrasts)

MATERIALS AND METHODS Syntactical differences (contrasts)

The research was carried out via text or content If Analysed Linguistically, They Are Categorized Into:
analysis. This was done by means of inter-textual
approach, based on quantitative and qualitative analysis. Institutional differences (contrasts) which was
The texts were chosen in consideration of the research discussed separately, although they could be placed
limitations in the previous section. After examining some under  “Proper  differences”.  Anyway, as mentioned
related studies, the researcher has decided to use the in the Limitation segment, only a part of proper
method  of  data  gathering  and  analysis  through differences  and  the  whole syntactical differences
corpus. will be discussed.

th

Morphological differences (contrasts)
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Table 2.0: Lexical Differences between Spanish and Argentinian Football News I

No. Argenti-nian Reference Argenti-nian Term Spanish Reference Spanish Term Glos.
1 06-03-07-olé-i Posición (tabla) 06-03-07-marca-i Clasifica-ción Club position in league table
2 06-03-07-olé-i Inferiores 06-03-07-marca-i Filial, cantera Football academy, youth teams

Table 2.1: Lexical Differences between Spanish and Argentinian Football News II

No. AS ES Glos.

1 Posición (tabla) Clasificación Club positionin league table
2 Inferiores Filial, cantera Football academy, youth teams

Table 3.0: Words without synonyms in the other variant

No. ES AS Glos
1 --- Cicloti-mia A sudden inverse of the original condition

2 tiki-taka  --- An elegant style play with a number of players exchanging short passes among
themselves, while keeping the ball possession to themselves.

3 -- Quincho A cottage with thatched roof supported only by the two poles, functions as a 
shelter while dining/cooking in the open air.

4 -- Plateísta A spectator or audience seated at the platea (high-priced seatings in a stadium)

The researcher read every sentence from the Ciclotimia:   [10]   defines    cyclotimia    as   a   chronic
Argentinian sample and recorded the suspected up-down mood disorder involving various periods of
differences in a temporary Table. Any lexical contrast in hypo-manic symptoms and various periods of depression
the  Argentinian  sample was spotted and  compared with A cyclotimical patient would switch abruptly from
the corpus from Spanish. Confirmed differences were cheerful and energetic state to a melancholious and
recorded in  Table  2: “Lexical Differences between extremely depressed condition and vice versa. In
Spanish and Argentinian Football News I”. Argentinian football news, the term is used to describe a

This table was further simplified for easier reference state that a player who plays very bad initially suddenly
and analysis of data, as the following: becomes a eulogy for a very good play or scoring a goal

Comparative frequency between Argentinian and and vice versa. The word and its derivatives ciclotímico
Spanish terms was stored in a Microsoft Office Excel have emerged 4 times.
Comma Separated Values (CSV) file, that was generated In Spain, the term is not used directly in football
from the investigated corpus. news and hence there is no equivalent word used.

RESULTS Tiki-taka/tiqui-taca:   The    absence   of   this  word  in

In this section,  only  words from AS and ES that the  Spanish  national  team  and club teams in the
show the highest difference of frequency compared to Spanish  League  are   playing   or  more  accurately
their counterparts were selected. "could  play"  in  that  manner.  This particular  style  is

Comparison with [9] Argentina. This can be  categorized  as cultural
Proper differences  (contrasts): The proper contrasts differences between the soccer Spain and Argentina,
were divided into two groups: which help to create such a lexical difference. This word

Different words that refer to the same referent Not to because it is only mentioned when referring to Spanish
be discussed here. national team and samples taken only a few days during
Words without synonym in the other sample. the European Cup 2008.

These were the words that differ because they did Quincho
not have matches in the other variants. This usually In DRAE Quincho Is Defined As: masc. Arg., Par. y Ur.
happens  when  there  is  no equivalent reference to the
two cultures where one variation is spoken. Absence in
equivalent words is marked by "---":

AS  sample   might   be   caused  by  the  fact  that  only

not practiced by any team in the world, including

appears only once in the entire sample space, maybe

Cobertizo con techo de paja sostenido solo por
columnas, quese usa como resguardo en comidas al aire
libre: (meaning in the above table).
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There  is  no  building like  this  in  Spanish  culture, Pensás / Piensas: Pensás is an example of the application
so it causes lack of equivalent words in the ES sample. of voseo argentino in the Argentine media news corpus.
The significance of the   Gaucho   cowboys communities The colloquial form appeared 12 times in the Argentinian
in the Argentine Pampas adds to the need of this sample, without a single piensas, where all were in
structure in Argentinian life despite  living in conversation.
metropolitan Buenos Aires. For example, in an interview between Boca Juniors

Plateísta  /  Platea:  Plateísta,  which  its  meaning  is in Nacion, in 2007-09-07-Nacion-ii:
the table above, is derived from the word platea, from Pero ¿pensás ya en el Mundial de clubes, en
DRAE: diciembre en Japón?: But you already think about the

f. Patio o parte baja de los teatros”: "patio or bottom
part of the theaters". In the Spanish media, only  piensas  is  used. For

Examples of media  use in Argentina, in 2008-12-08-
Nacion-i:  “..y   la   equivocada  reaccion  de  Juan
Roman Riquelme con un plateista que derivo en
cuestiones judiciales.”:.. and  the  erratic  reaction by
Juan Roman Riquelme with a plateísta resulted in legal
issues.

As  platea  is  called  simply grada either it’s with
roof or al fresco in Spain, there is no an equivalence for
plateísta in ES sample. Audience or spectators are just
called espectadores, hinchas or aficionados: “fans”,
nothing like “gradista” ever exists.

Syntactical Differences (Contrasts): This refers to any
difference in syntax or grammar, for example:

(Desde) Afuera / (Desde) Fuera: In AS, the use of afuera
is very consistent or in other words, a 100% use. As the
word means "out" in DRAE, this is a deviation from RAE
standard grammar.

For example, in 2007-03-07-Nacion-i: A los 2, un remate
cruzado de Canabas desde afuera del area determinó el
tercer gol de América: In the second minute, a cross shot
by Cañabas from the "out" of the area (box) determined
América’s third goal.

This sentence could be compared with the 2009-08-02-
marca-i: Sacó la mano Reina para despejar el disparo
desde fuera del area de Moises: Reina has taken out his
arms to deflect the attempt from the outside of the area
(box) by Moises.

Clearly, the second sentence is logically more
precise, more structured and conforms to the Spanish
grammar.

player, Miguel Angel Russo and a journalist from La

World Club Championship in December in Japan?

example, in  2008-12  -08-Mundo-i:  A los 20 anos
piensas que tu familia es para siempre y es algo que no
puedes asumir: At the age of 20 years, you think that
your family is forever and it is  something  that you
cannot assume.

Pelear Un Lugar / Pelear Por Un Lugar: The loss of
preposition por in AS demonstrates the difference in
syntax with ES. In Standard Spanish (SS), the presence of
por is necessary to indicate the purpose / motive of an
action.

In 2007-03-20-Ole-iii: Una buena señal para pelear un
lugar: A good sign to fight (for) a place.

In this case, a deviation from the standard grammar
could be inferred, but surprisingly it is widely accepted in
the Argentinian sports media. The grammatically correct
sentence should be: Una buena señal para pelear por un
lugar.

Mejoró /Ha Mejorado: The use of pretérito indefinido
(simple past tense) "mejoró" instead of pretérito perfecto
(present perfect) is very common for Latin American
countries. In this case, Argentina is no exception. The use
of ha mejorado is more accurate than mejoró. [11: 111]
gave examples of the use pretérito indefinido in Latin
America:

Fui al cine tres veces esta semana, equivalent to "I
went to the cinema three times this week." This clearly
shows the tendency of Latin American speakers to
simplify the use of grammar. This phenomenon could be
seen in the 2007-09-06-Ole-i: Ahora que en el America
tengo continuidad, mi rendimiento mejoró: Now that I
have a continuity (of playing football) in América, my
performance improved.
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In the Spanish media, for example, in 2008-06-06- For Example, in 2007-09-06-nacion-iii, Augusto
Mundo-ii: Con Salmerón el equipo ha mejorado en
defensa, pero ha perdido potencial en ataque de forma
importante: With Salmerón, this team has improved in
terms of defense, but has lost strength in the attack at a
significant rate.

Llevaba / Llevaría: The infinitive of the verb above is
llevar which means "to bring or to take". Llevaba is in the
imperfect past tense (pretérito imperfecto) form and
llevaría   is     in  conditional    (condicional).   Pretérito
imperfecto is also an  equivalent  of past continuous
tense and form "used to.." in English, while condicional
is the equivalent to the form of ".. would..".

Note the following forms, in 2009-08-03-Ole-ii: El vuelo
que lo llevaba a España partió sin el jugador: The flight
that was supposed to bring him to Spain, left without the
player.

Whereas in 2007-03-18-Pais-iii: Yo le llevaría porque
le veo entrenar todos los dias y sé el trabajo que hace,
pero el seleccionador sus motivos tendrá", ha señalado
finalmente.

Translation: "I might have brought him because I see
them practicing every day and I know how his works get
done, but the national coach definitely has its own
motives, "he said finally.

This is in line with [12: 51] that suggested, in
Colloquial Spanish, the  use  of pretérito imperfect
instead of the conditional is very frequent. The AS
sample has been using this  form, although not widely,
but when compared with ES that remained loyal to the
condicional, it is important to mention this case as a
significant lexical difference between the two variants.

Por /  a  Por:  Continuing  from  the previous vi) section,
ES however, tend to use the joint prepositions a por to
indicate target of an action, whereas in the Spanish
grammar, the  preposition  ‘a’  is not necessary although
its application is accepted by RAE.

Fernández,   River    Plate    Midfielder   Mentioned:
Estoy seguro de que vamos a pelear por el título.": I am
sure that we will fight for the title.

While the Spanish Media, in the 2007-03-06-mundo-i,
Raúl Said: "Tenemos que ir a por todas..." which means
"We must go for 'everything', whereas the equivalent
sentence is "Tenemos que ir por todas..".

RAE in its Official Portal Provided Some Explanations on
its Acceptance:
Voy Por Mi Hijo Could Mean:

‘voy a buscar a mi hijo’: I am going to search for my
son.
‘voy en lugar de mi hijo’: I am going in place of my
son.
‘voy en favor o por el bien de mi hijo’: I am going for
the good of my son
‘voy porque me lo ha pedido mi hijo’: I am going
because my son asked me to 
And voy a por mi hijo could only mean like a) voy a
buscar a mi hijo

Los Once / El Once: As in  Table  4,  both words mean
"the  eleven (players)",  based   on  the  word  once,
which means "eleven". In AS, it was always attached with
the plural determiner los (Eng. the), a consistency of 3
times  without  even  using   the   singular  form  of el.
The opposite is also true in ES that the singular  was
always the choice, used 12 times  without  even once
using the plural.

For example, in 2008-06-19-Ole-i: Por otro lado, en el
entrenamiento de esta mañana Diego Simeone probó a
los once que enfrentaran a Banfield en la última fecha:
In the meantime, in training this morning, Diego Simeone
tried the starting eleven that will face Banfield on the final
matchday.

Table 4.0: Syntactical differences (contrasts)

No. AS ES Glos

1 (desde)  afuera (desde) fuera (from) outside 
2 Pensás piensas you think
3 pelear  un lugar pelear por un lugar to fight for a  place
4 Mejoró ha mejorado improved, has  improved
5 llevaba llevaría Brought
6 Por a por For
7 los once el once The (starting)  eleven
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Meanwhile, for Spanish Media, in 2007-09-07-marca-iii: 5. Akmaijian, A., R.A. Demers and R.M. Harnish, 1984.
EL DEFENSA BRASILEÑO BUSCA UN PUESTO EN EL Introduction to Language and Communication.
ONCE: "The Brazilian defender seeks a place in the first Cambridge: The MIT Press.
eleven (starting line-up). This may indicate a different 6. Hinskens,  F.,  P.  Auer  and  P.  Kerswill,  2005.
logic for the two countries. In Argentina, they might be Dialect change: convergence and divergence in
considered  multi-players,  while  in Spain, it shows that European languages. Cambridge: Cambridge
the players form a one united team. University Press.

CONCLUSION Introducción a la Lingüística Hispánica. Cambridge.

The researcher  strongly  believe that [9] has neatly 8. Kennedy, G., 1998. An Introduction to Corpus
shown an appropriate framework for the basis of this Linguistics. Harlow: Addison Wesley Longman
research. [13] has also shown some aspects of false Limited.
friends, which have also been found in this study. 9. Barreiro, A., L.H. Wittmann and M.d.J. Pereira, 1995.

The findings satisfy the Substratum Theory which Lexical differences between European and Brazilian
was described by [2: 13-14]. It also meets the Portuguese. Lisbon: INESC.
recommendations of [14: 269] who stated that the union 10. American Psychiatric Association, 1994. Diagnostic
appears because the languages have the same history, and statistical manual of mental disorders, fourth
while the diversity has existed due to the differences edition. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric
experienced by the language users since separation. Association.
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